This is not a socialist country, no matter how much this crooked administration wants to try to push it into one. The Treasury cannot sell all the debt it wants to sell right? And the FED just can't keep up with buying it all right? So now, you want to rape and pillage personal 401k and IRA accounts right? Social Security was ran into the DEEP RED from mismanagement, yet you want people to buy Treasuries from a government that is involved in fraud, lies, cover-ups, and who knows what else? I will never buy a Treasury note as long as Tim Geithner is in office, or Bernanke in the FED office. These two have ruined this country for our children and their children with their loose policies. We cannot even get a truthful simple GDP report or jobs report without massive downward revisions every month, and you expect people to trust this government?

This annuitization talk needs to be shut down NOW !!!!!!!! If the government wants to do something right for the people, then stop giving banks free money and have them charging consumers 30% interest on it. Tell the FED to stop printing money and purposely devaluing the dollar and stop pumping stock market futures with money they print creating false bubbles. Raise interest rates where buying a Treasury note might be worth the investment. Let these too big to fail banks fail, and we can begin to recover, instead of propping them up so their execs can get fat huge bonuses while millions are out of work.

This idea is ridiculous and has no place in our system. Do not let this happen. The timing of this idea is not coincidence either, and I wonder what crooked plans are being developed right now behind closed doors?? Where is the "transparency" the people were promised by Obama?

In closing, you cannot force people to put money where they don't want to put it. Certainly not in treasuries paying negative yields just so you can finance your spending at will campaigns. What kind of ponzi scheme are you trying to create now? Haven't we had enough ponzi schemes recently, most recently the unprecedented S&P futures and DJIA runs with economic conditions grossly getting worse and worse.

Jerome K. Ruffin
Fayetteville, NC
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